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Reviews available to include on your flyer
 
      This is an invaluable book for anyone who wants to know how the modern music industry works. Students will find it clear and enjoyable to read, musicians will find it revealing and helpful, and budding music entrepreneurs will find it provides real insights. It is up-to-date, informed by the realty of the modern music business, and balances theory with practice.
Tim Wall
Professor of Radio and Popular Music Studies, Birmingham City University 




  
              


    
      



 


 
      Helpful for reserach projects in course, written papers etc.




  
          Professor Dr. Christoph Jacke




              


    
      



 


 
      The book is a nice support for any course on the music industries, their functioning, role, problematic issues, etc. It has a good balance of theoretical concepts and empirical examples.




  
          Ms Nune Nikoghosyan




              


    
      



 


 
      Useful for business students who wish to critically examine music as an industry




  
          Dr Diepiriye Kuku-Siemons




              


    
      



 


 
      very helpful introduction to international popular music and media studies




  
          Professor Dr. Christoph Jacke




              


    
      



 


 
      A good overview and collection for an introductive course.

It contains many interesting case studies with very current themes. Unfortunately the structure seems a bit random.




  
          Mr Nicolas Ruth




              


    
      



 


 
      Very good resource, although of course crippled by the reality of its own existence as a printed text!




  
          Mr Alex Germains




              


    
      



 


 
      Great book, really useful for music and music business students.




  
          Dr Paul Oliver




              


    
      



 


 
      I found the books accessible and informative for certain aspects of this course but as the course isnot entirely about popular music, it cannot be essential reading.




  
          Ms Gina Gregory




              


    
      



 


 
      A great source that pulls together useful information and examples across many facets of the music industries - managing to stay relevant to current technological changes with a grounding in established industry structures.




  
          Mr Samuel Nicholls




              


    
      



 


 
      An insightful investigation into the contemporary music industry which is essential reading for all undergraduate music students. Numerous components of the text are not well represented in other similar books, and it also avoids possessing an American focus. It was well-written, organised and thoroughly interesting. A large number of examples augmented many of the points raised and helped to contextualised the study.




  
          Mr Damian Wilkes
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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